
“The trick is for the animals that check the food not to die right away. They fall asleep in their hiding spots, nests and by then it is too late – the entire population is poisoned.”

Catching rats with a �shing pole
During an hour-long sweep through the stinking, dirty recesses of the meat processing plant we found only old tracks. In the attic, between the rafters was a dead mummi�ed rat.

Jan Stromidło, the rat catcher, performs these kinds of sweeps on a regular basis. He checks every nook and 
cranny.

Paradise

An old factory like this one is a paradise for rats: walls with dozens of holes in them; not sealed; with poor 
heating. And holes made by rats everywhere. Majority of them in boning room.
“When I came in here for the �rst time,” recalls Stromidło, “the conveyor belt beneath the table where half-car-
casses are stripped was moving. There were meat scraps and rat tails mixed together. In the rendering room you 
could slip on the concrete �oor, it was covered in that fat. Here the rats had chewed several tunnels in the walls, 
with convenient exits at the end. Even the freezer room was a�ected. ”
“Now, it’s  - 12°C in here, but when we come to work in the morning sometimes it’s even minus - 20°C,” adds one 
of the workers. “They weren’t bothered. We would �nd bags ripped open, and frozen meat with bite marks on it. 
They were able to copulate and raise their o�spring here, in this cold! ”
Rats like peace and quiet. When they feel safe and have enough food, they spend their whole time on play – 
they love to run around – and sex. The female gives birth to about six to �fteen young and is ready for another 
pregnancy within 75 days. The average number of o�spring in one litter is eight. The nest is very important, rats 
dedicate a lot of time and e�ort to it. It must be safe and thoroughly dry. They are even able to divide the space 
into dining, sleeping area with a pantry and a toilet. They are very clean – sometimes this is their doom.

Following the tracks

We �nd a live rat in the smoke room. “There it is,” one of the workers points to a machine with the production 
parts covered in foil. The rat found a hiding spot in between the electrical engine and the transmission belts. It’s 
not there right now, but there are fresh droppings and a stolen piece of pork fat. With the help of a �ashlight, we 
inspect signs of rat activity in the weigh scale in the boning room.
There is also the factory’s water treatment plant. Hexagonal concrete tiles (called “trylinka”) which the �oor area 
is covered with seems to move on its own. All of the mortar has been chewed away by the rats. If you stamp 
your feet, the concrete caves in. But there are no live rats in here either.
There is a saying that in meat processing factories the most di�cult to get rid of are rats and thieves. Even rat 
poison goes missing, so that sometimes there is no way to know whether it has been eaten or stolen. Back to 
the rats – it looks like they are not there, but between the smoke room and the attic we are shown a hole with 
fresh signs of activity. “I think those could be new arrivals that appeared after the sweep in September. Those 
will be given rat poison right away. Every month we systematically place poison in all places where we’ve found 
rats before,” says Stromidło. Finding the right kind of bait is the key, because the rats have plenty of food. 
Because they have meat everyday here, they will be given sweet treats, bread, �sh, cereal. “When I �nd the right 
bait, I give it to them for several days without poison. After they start to trust and like the food, I add a chemical  

food, I add a chemical substance in the amount that will result in a delayed reaction,” describes Stromidło. “I use a 
chemical that causes the lowering of blood pressure – right up to the stopping point. The rats die painlessly, they 
are actually not even aware of it. The trick is for the animals that check the food not to die right away. They fall 
asleep in their hiding spots, nests and by then it is too late – the entire population is poisoned. The ones we �nd 
just didn’t make it into their hideout. That is why it is impossible to count them even after death.”

War

“I have never backed away during a job, but we did have situations where we found no rats on the property, 
despite the call. Maybe they had an informant on the board …,” laughs Jan Stromidło.
Two or three times a year he uses a ri�e on rats that are not interested in the bait or that arrived after the 
poisoning, when it is clear that the entire population is sick. Extracting a lone rat is di�cult. One of the methods of 
dealing with these rats is placing a sticky substance with poison along their way. Rats are very neat animals and 
they will lick themselves clean.
“Another way is a �shing pole, used by my teacher and friend Wiesław Dobrzeniecki, the protagonist of the 
documentary “Szczurołap” [eng. “The Rat-Catcher”]. I’ve been taught well,” smiles Stromidło. “I even have a dog to 
track rats, a 12-year-old dachshund. He used to help me with the jobs on big farms, where we had to �nd rat nests 
spread over more than a dozen hectares of land. He spotted them without fail.”
Jan Stromidło has been using a polish chemical agent for years. It is a living proof contradicting the argument that 
rats can become immune to rat poison. Stromidło also rejects some popular truths, for example about mice and 
cats.
“I’ve seen with my own eyes,” he says, “rats, mice, cats and pigs warming themselves under one radiator. Cats are 
rats’ natural enemies, but not when rats outnumber them greatly. The cat probably knows that a skeleton would be 
all that was left of it when the rats would have �nished. There was one situation when we had to retreat from a 
room, but I don’t know to this day if it was a genuine rat attack or just our skittishness. We entered and the room 
was full of rats. They �rst backed up to the wall and then set o� toward us. We ran.”

Rat catcher’s ISO

The system is called HACCP in English and it is a set of formalized procedures concerning conduct and work quality 
control. It is the same as the ISO norm in industry: the application of these procedures gives the quality assurance. 
The only di�culty lays in the fact that there are no “rat-proof” companies here. In the region only one factory, 
owned by a western company, ful�lls these kinds of norms, and even they had problems with rats, German 
cockroaches, pharaoh ants, moths.
In Toruń, rats can be found mostly in the older quarters: from Merintex to Dworzec Wschodni (Eastern Railway 
Station). There are almost no rats in the Rubinkowo quarter. The rats travelling through the sewer system are the 
real problem, but they too can be handled. They can be stopped from climbing through the pipes to the higher 
�oors in apartment buildings. And besides, their presence helps free the passage in the pipes. They can unclog any 
hold-up.


